Quiet Meadow Pinwheel Card
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To order any of the supplies used in this tutorial contact me at sharon@inkup.us or order from
my store here!
Supplies:
 Stamps: Quiet Meadow (#155082), Massive Thanks (#152578), Inspired Thoughts
(#155536), Peaceful Moments (#151595), Many Happenings (#155001)
 Ink: Gorgeous Grape (#147099), Evening Evergreen (#155576), Bumblebee (#153116)
 Paper: Basic Black (#121045), Basic White (#159276)
 Designer Paper: Pearlescent Specialty (#154291), Hand-Penned DSP (#155499)
 Tools & Accessories: Tear & Tape (#154031), Multipurpose Glue (#110755), Meadow
Dies (#15592), Trimmer (#152392), Blending Brushes (#153611)
 Other:
Measurements:
 Card Base: 5-3/4” x 4-1/4” scored on the long side 3/4”, 1-1/2”, 2-1/4”, 3”
 Cardstock #2: 3 pieces 2-3/4” x 4-1/4”
 Cardstock or DSP #3: 4 pieces 2-5/8” x 4-1/8”
 Cardstock or DSP #4: 4 pieces 1-7/8” x 4-1/8”
 Cardstock #5: 2 pieces 3/4“ x 4-1/8”
 Scrap pieces of Pearlescent Specialty and DSP for flowers cut with the die
Instructions:
 Fold the scores on the card base. And make sure they are really crisp folds. Put tape on
the first ¾” fold and fold it into a square and secure it creating a square (see pictures
below). Take the first of the three ‘Cardstock #3’ pieces and glue it on one edge of the
folded square making sure all the edges are even and the long edge is square into the

card base. Then take the next piece and glue it on the next edge of the folded square.
Glue the last piece on the remaining edge. You now have your pinwheel and can
continue to decorate each layer.








The card will fold down and fit into a regular envelope. When the card is folded, you
will see the left panel, the center panel and the edge of the panel that is underneath.
I chose to add greetings to the outside edge of the panel that will show to the far right
when the card is folded. I also chose to make my greetings a ‘continuous’ thread. I
used the Blending Brushes to color the die-cut flowers (from the Meadow dies).
The way you choose to decorate yours is totally up to you and how you want it to
present itself. This is the way mine looks from start to end. The end saying also has a
panel for signature or additional greeting from you.
I chose the dimensions for Cardstock #4 and #5 so these panels would have a small
border around them.

As you can see, it does fold flat and will fit into our regular envelope! And don’t forget to
decorate your envelope!

Cased in part from this blog post: https://www.qbeesquest.com/2021/06/pansy-patch-pinwheel-cardfits-in-medium-envelope.html

